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                       Road Away     

                                      
  He could sense it and knew they were coming because he had been warned. The fields of 

barley, wheat and maize stretching far and flat to the horizon under the blue cloudless sky lay in 

wait. West of Tunis tens of thousands of acres of dates, olives and citrus provided Tunisia’s other 

economy to complement the global demand of crude. 

  Having become a sugar beet farmer 10 years past, Rafik Zouari with his family, 3 brothers and 2 

uncles secured 40 acres of mature olives and citrus to communally carve out an existence. The 

work was hard and the profits were small. Machinery was expensive and often in disrepair leaving 

them to tend the orchards entirely by hand in the often unbearable heat of Northern Africa. 

  The winter and spring of 2013 had been good.  The above average abundance of rain had filled 

Rafik with much promise of a successful year. But all that was to change in a matter of an hour.  

As Rafik was inspecting a lime tree for some isolated and peculiar leaf rot the wind suddenly 

picked up from the southwest jerking his head instinctively to gaze at the horizon. At the edge of 

the sky where the earth meets the heavens a dark mass began to grow as if someone was slowly 

erasing the bluest of blue skies. He had seen them before.  

  Locusts. 

  Now it was a hot wind that flushed his face with an expectation of things to come.  He had seen 

the desert locust decimate the sugar beets in 2004 and then again in 2007.  The years that 

followed were hard years he could never erase were it not for his faith in Allah he would certainly 

not picked himself up. 

  Rafik, his brothers and uncles could not secure the money to buy the crop nets the UN 

organization had advised them vigorously to buy. The UN Relief was working on funding to 

provide these very nets but the river of bureaucracy did not flow well or swift enough in their 

direction. In such a short time it could be too late. 

  As if a silent alarm had gone off everyone was running to do something.  Some were getting out 

large broom like swatters, a somewhat futile approach to the onslaught of millions of locusts.  

Others were picking what fruit and olives they could by dragging big sacks around filling them 

with even the unripe.  No one was yelling or even talking, acting as if this was a pre-rehearsed 

drill.  Some just stood there and gazed at the sky sullen and woeful like a child waiting for their 

father to come home to receive punishment for something you did but could do nothing about 

now. 
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  The sky became gray as the locusts filtered out the sun.  And then the wind stopped.  Rafik had 

forgotten about this but now he remembered from before.  It was as if a vacuum preceded them 

sucking the air back into their powerful tsunami maelstrom.  Rafik prayed to Allah to spare his 

crops but he knew in his heart that it was not going to help.  He prayed mostly to give him 

strength.  Then they came. 

  Miles in the distance into the fields of wheat and barley the locusts descended from the sky 

unrolling like a giant carpet over the landscape towards Rafik.  With it came the delayed 

unnerving sound of 100 million locusts rubbing their legs together emitting the hormone that 

enhances their gregarious behavior.  The sound is a never ending high pitched shrill like a 

crowded rookery of seabirds. 

  The orchard before him became a colossal magnet as the olive trees turned from green to a 

frenetic mass of yellowish brown.  Some missed their targets and landed on the ground where 

Rafik strangely enough tried to avoid stepping on them.  He knew the battle was already over.  To 

kill one or even a hundred would not alter the outcome.  He stood in the din of tortuous sound as 

if in a dream and then in his mind he removed himself and he could hear only his own heartbeat.  

He felt sad and remorseful.  He felt sorry for himself, for his bothers and uncles, for the workers 

that would now be without work, livelihood, and purpose.  Then in an odd turn Rafik felt sorry for 

the locusts, that this was their existence, that life is so short, full of struggle and an unfulfilled 

appetite.  Their consciousness is filled with only the desire to eat, reproduce, swarm and eat 

again.  They are just executing their preordained life purpose, what they inheritably are to do.  It is 

Allah’s plan, his way and to intercede is futile.  And then finally he felt an immense sadness for 

mankind all over the world and how we all seemed like the locust. 

  As he regained his reality Rafik found his eyes welled up with tears as one of his bothers shoved 

a broom swatter into his hand.  There was no anger from his brother as they looked into each 

other’s eyes. They embraced and his brother resumed racing around swatting the trees which 

already were mostly barren, it happened that fast. 

   Then very suddenly as if someone had pulled the plug on the control to vacate -- they did.  The 

sound rose and faded leaving only the gentle wind drifting through the haunting devastation.  The 

trees were barren except for an occasional lemon or olive swinging in the hot stench wind and 

missed in the onslaught.  On the ground lay partially eaten fruit and dead or squirming twitching 

locusts, those that were whacked by the swatters or had succumbed otherwise. 

  Rafik briefly surveyed the trees he had spent these many years caring for, had built his card 

house stack of dreams and after awhile began to believe in life again with the promise and 

determination he had lost as a small boy. He looked long, longer than he thought he would and 

then turned and walked east toward Tunis on the road away that led to somewhere else. 
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